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Abstract This article presents a novel parametric model
to include expressive chromatic aberrations in defocus blur
rendering and its effective implementation using the accumulation buffering. Our model modifies the thin-lens model
to adopt the axial and lateral chromatic aberrations, which
allows us to easily extend them with nonlinear and artistic
appearances beyond physical limits. For the dispersion to be
continuous, we employ a novel unified 3D sampling scheme,
involving both the lens and spectrum. We further propose a
spectral equalizer to emphasize particular dispersion ranges.
As a consequence, our approach enables more intuitive and
explicit control of chromatic aberrations, unlike the previous
physically-based rendering methods.
Keywords Chromatic aberration · Defocus blur · Spectral
rendering · Optical effect · Lens system

1 Introduction
Rays traveling from an object through a lens system are expected to converge to a single point on the sensor. However,
real lens systems cause rays to deviate off the expected path,
which is called the optical aberration. The defocus blur is
the most pronounced, resulting from planar displacement on
the sensor. Whereas the classical thin-lens model mostly concerns the defocus blur [20], real-world lenses—comprising a
set of multiple lenses—exhibit additional complexity that can
be classified to monochromatic (e.g., spherical aberration and
coma) and chromatic (lateral and axial) aberrations [25, 26].
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Despite lens manufacturers’ efforts to minimize them, they
still persist in photographs. Hence, the presence of various
aberrations adds great realism to synthetic images, and many
graphics studies have been devoted to this direction.
The previous studies to build complete lens systems based
on the formal lens specification have led us to physically faithful images with ray tracing or path tracing [11, 26]. Despite
their realism, underlying physical constraints limit the resulting appearance to some extents, because physical parameters
are indirectly associated with results and many aberrations
are entangled together. Thus, more artistic and expressive
appearances have not been easily produced as one desires.
A recent postprocessing approach used a simpler empirical modeling [3]. It integrates building blocks of individual
optical effects together. Such models, however, are too simple
to capture real-world complexity. These limitations motivated
us to explore better modeling and how to effectively tune the
look. In particular, we focus on the modeling and rendering
of chromatic aberration on its axial and lateral aspects.
This article presents a parametric model for chromatic
aberration and its effective implementation, which can facilitate expressive control. Our model modifies the existing
thin-lens model [2] to encompass axial and lateral chromatic
aberrations. We then show how to implement our model using
the standard accumulation buffering [6], and extend it toward
dispersive rendering with our novel 3D sampling strategy
taking both lens and spectral samples. We further extend our
basic model with user-defined aberrations, spectral equalizer,
and spectral importance sampling for artistic looks. Fig. 1
shows examples generated with our solutions.
The contributions of our work include: 1) a parametric
modeling of chromatic aberrations within the thin-lens model
framework; 2) a unified dispersive lens sampling scheme; 3)
an expressive control scheme for chromatic aberrations; 4) a
spectral equalizer and its importance sampling.
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Fig. 1 Compared to the pinhole model (a) and the standard defocus blur (b), our chromatic aberration rendering produces more artistic out-of-focus
images; (c), (d), and (e) were generated with RGB channels, continuous dispersion, and expressive control, respectively.

2 Related Work
This section reviews the previous studies on modeling of
optical systems and spectral rendering of optical effects.
2.1 Modeling of Optical Systems
The thin-lens model effectively abstracts a real lens in terms
solely of the focal length [20, 2]. While efficient, its use has
been mostly in the defocus blur, since it does not capture
other aberrations. The later thick-lens approximation is better
in terms of approximation errors to the full models [11], but
is rather limited in its use.
Kolb et al. first introduced the physically-based full modeling of the optical system based on the formal lens specification for better geometric and radiometric accuracy [11].
The later extensions included further optical properties to
achieve optically faithful image quality, including diffractions, monochromatic aberrations, and chromatic dispersion
in Monte-Carlo rendering [26] and lens-flare rendering [9].
Since the full models are still too costly to evaluate in
many applications, the recent approaches used first-order
paraxial approximation [13] or higher-order polynomial approximations [10, 8] for lens-flare rendering, ray tracing, and
Monte-Carlo rendering, respectively.
The physically-based modeling often trades degree of
control for quality. By contrast, the thin-lens model is insufficient for aberrations, but still preferred in many cases for its
simplicity. Hence, we base our work on the thin-lens model
to facilitate integration of our work into the existing models.

Later approaches have focused on the use of dispersion
within the thin-lens models. The majority of previous work on
optical effects have focused on the defocus blur rendering [20,
2,6, 21, 12,16, 17,15, 22], but were not able to represent the
dispersion. Only a few methods based on a spherical lens
were able to render chromatic aberration with dispersive
primary rays in a limited extent [15].
Another mainstream has focused on other effects such as
lens flares [9,13] or bokeh [29,18]. Lens flares respect reflections between optical interfaces; Hullin et al. achieved lens
flares with dispersive refractions through lens systems [9].
The bokeh is closely related to the spherical aberration.
The chromatic aberration drew less attention than the others, since the physically-based lens simulation can naturally
yield the realistic look [30]. Notable work is to precompute
chromatic/spherical aberrations and to map them to the pencil
map for generating fascinating bokeh [4].
Most of the work commonly address efficient rendering
methods and visibility problems of optical effects rather than
introducing new lens models. In contrast, our work introduces
a new parametric model of the chromatic aberration based on
the thin-lens model and also tackles challenges of effectively
incorporating the dispersion into the existing methods.

3 Modeling of Chromatic Aberrations
This section describes the thin-lens model [20, 2, 14] and our
extensions for chromatic aberrations.

3.1 Thin-Lens Model
2.2 Spectral Rendering of Optical Effects
Dispersion refers to the variation in refractive indices with
wavelengths [25]. This causes lights on different wavelengths
to travel different directions when encountering refractions
(at the interfaces of optical media). Since the dispersion manifests itself in dielectric materials, early approaches have
focused on spectral rendering of glasses and gems [27, 5].

While the real lens refracts rays twice at optical interfaces
(air to lens and lens to air), the thin lens refracts them only
once at a plane lying on the lens center (see Fig. 2). The
effective focal length F characterizes the model using the
following thin-lens equation:
uf =

Fd f
,
df −F

where d f > F.

(1)
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Fig. 2 The conventional thin-lens model [20, 2].

Fig. 3 Axial chromatic aberration.

u f and d f are a distance to the sensor and the depth at a
focusing plane, respectively. Let the effective aperture radius
of the lens be E. The signed radius of circle of confusion
(CoC) C in the object distance d can be written as:


df −d
C=
E.
(2)
df
The image-space CoC radius c is scaled to (−u f /d)C. Objectspace defocus rendering methods [2, 6] commonly rely on
discrete sampling of the lens. Let a lens sample defined in the
unit circle be v. Then, the object-space 2D offset becomes Cv.
While the original accumulation buffering jitters a view for
each lens sample to resort to the “accumulation buffer,” our
solution instead displaces objects by Cv, which is equivalent
but more friendly with graphics processing units (GPUs).
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Fig. 4 Definition of the two control parameters, t and θ .

u f (equivalent to definition of multiple sensor planes) does
not physically make sense, we define d f to be λ -dependent.
It is convenient to first choose a single reference wavelength λ̂ (e.g., the red channel in RGB). Let its focal length
and focal depth be F̂ = F(λ̂ ) and dˆf , respectively. The focal
depth d f (λ ) is then given by:
d f (λ ) =

3.2 Axial Chromatic Aberration

F̂ dˆf F(λ )
,
ˆ
F̂ d f −F(λ )dˆf +F(λ )F̂

(5)

where
The first type of the chromatic aberration is the axial (longitudinal) aberration in which a longer wavelength yields
a longer focal length (Fig. 3). Such variations of the focal
length can be found in the famous lens makers’ equation as:


1
1
1
= (n(λ ) − 1)
−
,
(3)
F(λ )
R1 R2
where λ is a wavelength, and n(λ ) is a λ -dependent refractive index. R1 and R2 refer to the radii of the curvatures of two
spherical lens surfaces. The surface shape is usually fixed,
and refractive indices only concern the focal length variation.
Also, the thin lens does not use physically meaningful R1 and
R2 (to find absolute Fs), we use only relative differences of
wavelengths in refractive powers.
The dispersion is analytically modeled using empirical
equations such as Sellmeier equation [23]:
n2 (λ ) = 1 +

B2 λ 2
B3 λ 2
B1 λ 2
+
+
,
λ 2 −C1 λ 2 −C2 λ 2 −C3

(4)

where B{1,2,3} and C{1,2,3} are empirically chosen constants
of optical materials and can be found from open databases [19].
For instance, BK7 (one of common glasses) used for our
implementation is characterized by B1 = 1.040, B2 = 0.232,
B3 = 1.010, C1 = 0.006, C2 = 0.020, and C3 = 103.561.
To incorporate the differences of the chromatic focal
lengths into the thin-lens model, we can move either the imaging distance u f or the focal depth d f in Eq. (1). Since moving

F̂ dˆf −F(λ )dˆf +F(λ )F̂ > 0.

(6)

Lastly, replacing d f with d f (λ ) in Eq. (2) leads to the axial
chromatic aberration.
So far, the definition was straightforward, but no control
was involved. To make F(λ ) more controllable, we introduce
two parameters t and θ (Fig. 4). t is a tilting angle of chief
rays (field size [25])—chief rays pass through the lens center.
We normalize the angle so that objects corresponding to the
outermost screen-space pixels have t = 1 and the innermost
objects (in the center of projection) t = 0. θ is a degree of
rotation revolving around the optical axis; e.g., objects lying
on the Y-axis have θ = π/2.
While the axial chromatic aberration prevails regardless
of t [25], we model it with linear decay to the image periphery
to separate the roles of the axial and lateral aberrations; the
lateral one is apparent on the image periphery. The linear
decay is modeled as interpolation from F(λ ) at the center
(t = 0) to F̂ at the periphery (t = 1), which can be defined as:
F(λ ,t, θ ) = lerp(F(λ ), F̂, A(t, θ )),

(7)

where lerp(x, y,t) = x(1 − t) + yt and A(t, θ ) is the linear interpolation parameter. For the standard chromatic aberration,
we use a simple linear function A(t, θ ) = t, but later extend
it for nonlinear modulation for more control (in Sec. 5).
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Algorithm 1 Chromatic Aberration
Input: v: lens sample in unit circle
Input: P: eye-space position
1: procedure C HROMATIC A BERRATE
2: m ← 1, d f ← dˆf
3: d ← Pz
4: t ← length(Pxy ) / frustum radius
5: θ ← atan(Py , Px )
6: ta ← L(t, θ )
7: tl ← A(t, θ )
8: if axial chromatic aberration is applied then
9:
F ← lerp(F(λ ), F̂,ta )
10:
d f ← (F̂ dˆf F)/(F̂ dˆf −F dˆf + F F̂)
11: if lateral chromatic aberration is applied then
12:
m ← 1 + kl (λ̂ − λ )tl
13: Pxy ← Pxy m + Ev(d−d f )/d f
14: return P

Sensor

Fig. 5 Lateral chromatic aberration caused by off-axis rays.
(a)

(b)

Fig. 6 Two ways of obtaining lateral chromatic aberrations: (a) lens
shifts and (b) scaling objects.

3.3 Lateral Chromatic Aberration
The other sort of chromatic aberration is the lateral chromatic
aberration (Fig. 5) or chromatic differences of transverse
magnifications [25] (often called the color fringe effect).
Whereas rays having the same tilting angle are supposed to
reach the same lateral positions, their chromatic differences
make them displace along the line from the sensor center.
Incorporation of the lateral aberration in the thin-lens
model can be done in two ways. We can shift the lens so that
chief rays pass through the shifted lens center (Fig. 6a), or
scale objects to tilt chief rays (Fig. 6b). The former involves
per-pixel camera shifts, but the latter per-object scaling. In
GPU implementation, per-object scaling is much convenient
(using the vertex shader), and we choose the latter.
Lateral chromatic aberration scales linearly with the field
size (t in our definition) [25], where image periphery has a
stronger aberration. However, the exact magnification factor
cannot be easily found without precise modeling, and thus,
we use a user-defined scale kl . It is also required to scale
the magnification factor m(λ ) by the relative differences of
wavelengths, giving the lateral magnification factor as:
m(λ ,t) = 1 + kl (λ̂ − λ )L(t, θ ).

(8)

L(t, θ ) = t is used for the standard chromatic aberration, but
also extended in Sec. 5 for expressive control.
4 Chromatic Aberration Rendering
This section describes the implementation of our basic model
and the unified sampling scheme for continuous dispersion.
4.1 Chromatic Accumulation Buffering
We base our implementation on the accumulation buffering [6], which accumulates samples on the unit circle to yield

. initialization
. eye-space depth

. A(t, θ ) =t for basic model
. L(t, θ ) =t for basic model
. Eq. (7)
. Eq. (5)
. Eq. (8)
. Eq. (2)

the final output. As already alluded to, we adapt the original
method so that objects are displaced by the 3D offset vector
defined in Eq. (2). In our model, dispersion yields a change
only in d f in Eq. (2). Presuming GPU implementation, the
object displacement can be easily done in the vertex shader.
The pseudocode of the aberration (returning an object-space
position with a displacement) is shown in Algorithm 1. The
code can be directly used inside the vertex shader.
For the dispersion, we may use RGB channels by default,
implying that the rendering is repeated three times for each
channel; we used wavelengths of 650, 510, and 475 nm for
the RGB channels, respectively. When the wavelength or
focal length of the reference channel is shorter than the others,
d f (λ ) can be negative. To avoid this, we use the red channel
as the reference channel (i.e., λ̂ = 650).

4.2 Continuous Dispersive Lens Sampling
The discrete RGB dispersion may yield significant spectral
aliasing. Even when increasing the number of lens samples,
the problem persists. Our idea for continuous dispersive sampling is to spatio-spectrally distribute lens samples. This easily works with the accumulation buffering, since we typically
use sufficient lens samples for spatial alias-free rendering.
To realize this idea, we propose a smart sampling strategy
that combines the wavelength domain with the lens samples.
In other words, we extract 3D samples instead of 2D lens
samples. This idea is similar to the 5D sampling used in the
stochastic rasterization [1], which samples space, time, and
lens at the same time. While the 2D samples are typically distributed on the unit circle (this may differ when applying the
bokeh or spherical aberrations), spectral samples are linearly
distributed. As a result, the resulting 3D samples resemble a
cylinder in which the circular shape is the same as the initial
lens samples and its height ranges in [λmin , λmax ], where λmin
and λmax are the extrema for the valid sampling (Fig. 7).
More specifically, we use Halton sequences [7, 28] with
three prime numbers of 2, 7, and 11. The xy components of
samples are mapped to the circle uniformly, and z component
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Fig. 8 Comparison of uniform sampling without (a) and with (b)
weights and spectral importance sampling (c).

Fig. 7 Comparison of (a) 2D sampling with RGB channels and (b) our
3D cylindrical sampling for continuous dispersion.

the cylinder’s height. Since the spectral samples define only
the wavelengths, we need to convert the wavelength to the
spectral intensity in terms of RGB color, when accumulating
them. We use the empirical formula [24]. Normalization
across all the spectral samples should be performed; in other
words, we need to divide the accumulated intensities by the
sum of the spectral samples (represented in RGB). In this
way, we can obtain smoother dispersion, while avoiding the
use of additional spectral samples.

5 Expressive Chromatic Aberration
In the basic model (Sec. 3), we used a simple linear function
to parametrically express the axial and lateral chromatic aberrations. This section describes their non-linear parametric
extensions and the spectral equalizer to emphasize particular
dispersion ranges.

5.1 Expressive Chromatic Aberration
The basic formulation of the chromatic aberration used simple t as a parameter for linear interpolation so that the aberration is linearly interpolated from the center to the periphery
in the image (Eqs. (7) and (8)). We now extend them to
nonlinear functions of t and θ .
To facilitate easy definition of nonlinear functions, we
use a two-stage mapping that applies pre-mapping and postmapping functions in a row. This is equivalent to a composite
function M(t, θ ) defined as:
M(t, θ ) = g(t, θ ) ◦ f (t, θ ) := g( f (t, θ ), θ ),

(9)

where both L(t, θ ) and A(t, θ ) can use M. For example, exponential magnification following the inversion can be L(t, θ ) =
exp(1 − t), combining f (t) = 1 − t and g(t) = exp(t).
Atomic mapping functions include simple polynomials
( f (t) = t 2 and f (t) = t 3 ), exponential ( f (t) = exp(t)), inversion ( f (t) = 1 − t), reciprocal ( f (t) = 1/t), and cosine

( f (t) = cos(2πt)) functions. The polynomials and exponential functions are used to amplify the aberration toward the
periphery (exponential is stronger). The inversion and reciprocal are used to emphasize the center aberration; in many
cases, the reciprocal function induces dramatic looks. Finally,
the cosine function is used to asymmetric rotational modulation using θ in the screen space. Their diverse combinations
and effects are shown in Fig. 11.
5.2 Spectral Equalizer and Importance Sampling
The basic expressive aberration concerns only spatial variations, but there are further possibilities in dispersion. We may
emphasize or de-emphasize particular ranges of dispersion.
It can be easily done by defining continuous or piecewise
weight functions on the spectrum; the spectral intensities
need to be re-normalized when the weights change (see
Figs. 8a and 8b for example comparison; more examples
are shown in Sec. 6).
One problem here is that ranges with weak weights hardly
contribute to the final color. Thus, their rendering would be
redundant, and spectral aliasing is exhibited. To cope with
this problem, we employ spectral importance sampling using the inverse mapping of cumulative importance function,
which is similar to histogram equalization. This simple strategy greatly improves the spectral density (see Fig. 8c), and
ensures smooth dispersion with spectral emphasis.
6 Results
In this section, we report diverse results generated with our
solution. We first report the experimental configuration and
rendering performance. Then, we demonstrate the basic chromatic defocus blur rendering and more expressive results.
6.1 Experimental Setup and Rendering Performance
Our system was implemented using OpenGL API on an Intel
Core i7 machine with NVIDIA GTX 980 Ti. Four scenes of
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Table 1 Evolution of performance (ms) with respect to the number of
lens samples (N) for the four test scenes.
N
Circles
Antarctic
Tree
Fading man

1

32

64

128

256

512

0.68
1.12
0.60
0.60

12.53
22.26
11.23
11.83

24.11
42.56
22.13
23.44

49.39
85.54
43.84
46.38

97.65
169.73
87.36
92.47

202.11
337.27
174.28
184.85

moderate geometric complexity were used for the test: the
Circles (48k tri.), the Antarctic (337k tri.), the Tree (264k
tri.), and the Fading man (140k tri.); see Fig. 10. The display
resolution of 1280×720 was used for the benchmark.
Since our solutions add only minor modifications to the
existing vertex shader, the rendering costs of all the methods
except the pinhole model (detailed in Sec. 6.2) are nearly
the same. We assessed the performance using our dispersive
aberration rendering without applying expressive functions
(CA-S in Sec. 6.2).
Table 1 summarizes the rendering performance measured
along with the increasing number of samples (the number
of geometric rendering passes). As shown in the table, the
rendering performance linearly scales with the number of
samples and fits with real-time applications up to 64 samples.

6.2 Chromatic Defocus Blur Rendering
We compare five rendering methods: the pinhole model, the
reference accumulation buffering without chromatic aberration (ACC) [6], our chromatic aberration rendering applied
with RGB channels (CA-RGB), our chromatic aberration
rendering with continuous spectral sampling (CA-S), and
CA-S with expressive control (CA-SX). Our solutions (CARGB, CA-S, and CA-SX) commonly used the accumulation
buffering yet with the modification to the object displacement. All the examples used 510 samples; CA-RGB used
170 samples for each channel. CA-S used spectral samples in
[λmin , λmax ] = [380, 780] nm. CA-SX used the mapping function of a(t, θ ) = l(t, θ ) = 1/(1 −t), which is the simplest yet
with apparent exaggerations in our test configurations; more
diverse examples of the expressive chromatic aberrations are
shown in Sec. 6.3.
We first compare examples applied either of the axial or
lateral chromatic aberrations (Fig. 9). As seen in the figure,
the axial aberration gives soft chromatic variation around at
the center region, while the lateral aberration affects stronger
peripheral dispersion.
Fig. 10 summarizes the comparison of the methods with
insets in the red boxes. The pin-hole model generates an
infinity-focused image that appears entirely sharp, and ACC
generates standard defocus blur with focused area and blurry
foreground/background. In contrast, CA-RGB shows the basic chromatic aberration, where out-of-focus red and blue

channels are apparent in different locations. CA-S generates
much naturally smoother dispersion without spectral aliasing/banding in CA-RGB. The Circles scene most clearly
shows the differences between CA-RGB and CA-S, and the
Tree scene example very resembles those often found in real
pictures. CA-SX shows dramatic aberrations with much clear
and exaggerated dispersion. The wide spectrum from violet
to red strongly appears particularly in the image periphery.

6.3 Expressive Chromatic Aberration
Fig. 11 illustrates diverse examples generated with our expressive chromatic aberration with insets (the red boxes in
the figure). The top and second rows graphically visualize
the mapping functions, A(t, θ ) and L(t, θ ), for the axial and
lateral aberrations, respectively. Many non-linear mapping
functions can exaggerate the appearance beyond the physical
limits, while artistically emphasizing dispersions.
The basic axial aberration in our model manifests itself
in the center of the image. In Figs. 11a and 11e, it spreads out
from the image center. Applying steeper increasing functions
(e.g., exp()) exaggerates the degree of axial aberration (see
the horse head in Fig. 11c). Negative or decreasing functions
move the lateral aberrations to the image periphery (see the
horse tail in Fig. 11b). Angular modulation using cos(θ ) rotationally modulates the degree of axial aberration (Fig. 11d).
The effect of the lateral exaggeration is much stronger
than the axial exaggeration. Similarly to the axial exaggeration, increasing functions such as linear or exponential functions amplify the degree of aberration more strongly around
the image periphery (see Figs. 11a and 11d). By contrast, the
negative functions swap the direction of dispersion (red to
blue; see Fig. 11b ). Angular modulation creates rotational
switching of the dispersion direction (Figs. 11c and 11e).
The examples of the spectral equalizer (with spectral
importance sampling) are shown in Fig. 12. The top row
indicates user-defined importance functions along with their
spectral weights (i.e., RGB color) in the second row. The examples show that, used with care, more colorful aberrations
can be produced. Also, as seen in the figure, even an exaggerated spectral profile does not incur spectral banding artifacts
that can occur without our spectral importance sampling.

7 Discussion and Limitations
Our work focuses solely on the chromatic aberrations. Modeling monochromatic aberrations and integrating them together
would be a good direction for further research. We envision
the spherical aberration and curvature of field would take
a similar approach to ours. We additionally note the redundancy shared among the individual effects (many of them are
mixed in the single image) need to be considered carefully.
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Antarctic scene

Tree scene

Fading man scene

Lateral chromatic aberration

Axial chromatic aberration

Circles scene
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Fig. 9 Comparison of axial-only and lateral-only chromatic aberrations.
(b) ACC

(c) CA-RGB

(d) CA-S

(e) CA-SX

Fading man scene

Tree scene

Antarctic scene

Circles scene

(a) Pin-hole

Fig. 10 Comparison of the results generated with five rendering methods: (a) the pin-hole model, (b) the standard accumulation buffering (ACC), (c)
chromatic aberration with RGB channels (CA-RGB), (d) continuous dispersive aberration (CA-S), and (e) expressive chromatic aberration (CA-SX).
Our models include both the axial and lateral aberrations.

Our model does not include the angular attenuation at the
refraction that is usually computed using the Fresnel equation.
The angular attenuation is closely related to the vignetting
effect, making the image periphery darker than the center.
The current formulation of our basic model is based on
the linear decay to the periphery. There exist better formulations (e.g., Zernike polynomials [31]). Basing the standard
and expressive control on the more precise models would be
a good direction for future work.
We used the accumulation buffering to employ our aberration model. While expressive and precise, the rendering
is more costly than the typical postprocessing for real-time

applications. We encourage ones to adapt and integrate our
model to the postprocessing for more practical applications.
8 Conclusions
We presented a comprehensive framework for the chromatic
aberration within the defocus blur framework. The axial and
lateral chromatic aberrations are parametrically included in
the thin-lens model. Sophisticated spectral sampling strategy
enables smooth dispersion. Our model proved its utility in
expressive control, which easily obtains unrealistic yet artistic
appearances in the chromatic defocus blur.
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A(t, ) = t cos ( )

= 0

= Œ

= Œ/2

A(t, ) = exp (t cos ( ))

= 0

= Œ

= Œ/2

= 0

= Œ

A(t, ) = cos (t cos ( ) 2Œ)

= Œ/2

= Œ

A(t, ) = t

L(t, ) = exp (6t)
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L(t, ) = - 6t cos ( )

L(t, ) = 2t

L(t, ) = cos (t cos ( ) 12Œ)

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Fig. 11 Expressive combinations of nonlinear interpolation functions (A and L) for the axial and lateral chromatic aberrations.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Fig. 12 Examples generated with the spectral equalizer and importance sampling for spectrally-varying dispersions.

Our model can serve as a basis for further realistic and
expressive aberrations for artists who strive to create more
artistic experiences. While the majority of the optical-effect
rendering focused only on the performance, our work could
inspire more creative research onto optical effects and systems. Building more fundamental building blocks for postprocessing can be another good direction for future work.
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